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ROYAL AIRCFAE'T ESTABLISHKENT- 

Charts of 
the nave drag of wings at zero lift 

by 

T. Lawrence, B.Sc., B.E. 

Theoretical cdail.ations of the wave drag at supersonic speeds 
of nonlifting wings of double wedge end biconvex section are reviewed, 
and the best method of presentmg the results conslderd. Using this 
method, a representative selectxm of the avxilable numerid evalu+ 
tions of the theory, are presented. These should be of value for wing 
drag estimation pm-poses. 

[This is a revised version of the note published in January 1952. 
Figs. 3(b), 3(c) and 6(b) are additional. The original Figs. 4 and 5 
were obtained by crassplotting from Ref.17; an attempt was made to 

extend the curves to A \IiC; = $ using Atigolis'equations (~ef.6) 
and this revealed discrepancies in the c-s at low A M \1, due t0 

the srpdll scde of Chmg's original charts. The present Figs. 4 and-5 
are obtained by calculation from Margol~s'equat~ons until agreement 
with the original curves vas obtained, as explained m the text. Fig.8 
is redrawn frcm the new Figs. 4 and 5, and. Fig. Y(b) is additional. 
Some minor editori3.l. corrections were necessary to make_the note self- 
pox&tent.] 
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1 Introdvctlon 

Since Jones' and Pu&ett2 fwst produced thew source dlstr?butxon 
methods for the solution of the wave drs.g of thm, nonllftily ww.gs In 
supersonx flow, there has been a steady growth In the number of different, 
more partxular cases, for whxh the theory has beenmorLed out. These 
results are v~.dely scattered, there I.S consldersble overlap so that It 1s 
not always easy to find the snalytxal solution for a partlou1s.r case, nor 
IS It lmmedlateiy apparent Just vkch partloular solutxons have been 
evsluated quantitatively. 

A further dlfflculty 1s that there 1s not as yet a universally 
accepted method of presenting the results of such calculations. Comparison 
of the results of calculations by different authors frequently involves 
some replottlng, whilst comparxons of theory and experunent may necessl- 
tata dcterml~ng the theoretIca curve by cros+plottmng from a number of 
different charts. The chsrts that are wallable on the whole have been 
prepared to &splay graphwally the behaviour of the analytlcs.1 solutxons 
and pay xnsuffxlent attention to the physxal slgruficance of the results, 
for example they cover comblnatlons of sweep and aspect ratlo beyond any 
magmtudes being ccntemplated for even the most advanced designs of the 
future at the cxponse of' cramp% the curves In the mnre practxal regions. 

This note 1s an attempt to systematxe thx p,artlcular aspect of 
supcrsoruc wmg theory by 

(a) Consldermng tho best method of display-+ the results graphxslly, 

(b) Replotting m thx chosen form exlstq evaluated solutions for 
the wave drag of nonllftlng WL~S, 

(c) Surveyxng the field covered by (b) to see what adtitlonal numerxal 
evaluations should be undertaken. 

2 Method of presentatron 

The wave drag of a Wang of simple planform (Flg.1) and uniform 
section may be expressed In the funotlonal form 

GD = f k,M, A,h,hl 

where % = wave drag co-efflclent, based on plan area 

7 = thickness/chord ratlo, t/c, assumed const,ant across 
the span 

iv1 = free stream Mach number 

A = aspect rxt.tlo 

A = sweep of a characterzstlc sp‘anrmse line 

h = taper ratlo. 

Now theory lndxates tpt the functional dependence upon 'c 1s simply 
that CD varies ns 7 , and further, the slmllnrzty law shows that the 
dependence upon M can be absorbed Into the dependence upon the geometrl- 
cal parameters, so that the functional form becomes 

J 2 
_.-... 

I!4 -1 

2 * 
c, = f {A &2-l, cot A j, h1 
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It is believed that the charts ml1 be of most general use of they 
contain lmes which represent the drag of given wmgs, over a range of hl, 
rather than lines which sholr the effect on drag of changing one or more 
of the geometrical parameters. For this reason It 1s suggested that Mach 
number should appear in only one of the parameters, and that tho curves 
should be plotted against thx parameter. This can be accanplished by 
re-miting the functIonal expressIon for CD in the form . 

cD -2 f jAK1, Ate.nA,h]. 

CD We have, thereforqchosen to plot - 
AT2 

against A 18 -1 for constant 

Atanh andh, and to prepare a separate diagram for each h. Further, 
CD - 
AT2 

is plotted logarithnucally, to cover a \;%da range y&h unifom 

We have also to consider vhxh line of sweep ve are to use to 
define A, and the choice has fallon on the half-chox6 line, because 
thm line gives the best measure of the "average" sweep of a wmg. A 
wmg having a high degree of weep on the lzadi 
sweep on the trsiling edge (a delta, for ex;unple 7 

edge, but little or no 
only exhlbzts the 

features of moderate sweep in its aerodynamic characterutxs. Thus can 
be allowed for by considerzng t'ne half-chord s;leep. Furthor, hslf-chord 
sweep has been used as the bnsx for other zwxdyn~x~x parameters, lift 
curve slope and aerodynar~~c centre, for exsmplc. The use of m;uamum 
thickness sweep 1s ruled out by the fact that It does not depend solely 
upon the planform but mvolvzs in ddltzon a knowledge of the sectional 
shape. The sweep of the half-chord llna ~~11 be denoted by A&. 

The method of presentntlon chosen has the following advantages 

(4 it is a plot basxally of CD y M, 

(b) CD, M and 214 appear only once each in the parameters, so that the 
variations with M and Al can be seen readdlly, 2 

(c) the curves are conveniently spaced on the chart and linear mter- 
polation 1s facilitated, 

kZ)rea~hLPconstant. 
ercentage accuracy vtith whxh the ordinate of any curve can 

The diagrams contain lines of constant A ton Al in intervals of 
uruty from 0 to 6, vvhlch 1s consld' ~o-ccwx- the r&ge of greatest 
present interest, and go up to A/M -1 - 7, which in general puts the 
leading edge supersonic. 

If we conszder the basic geometry of a swept tapered wing (Fig.l), 
then several fundamental relationshhlps may be derived.. 

1 - h -= I-U 
1-l.h 

2 A tan A0 . - 
2 

tan 15 
= 1 - r(1 - o-) 

ton A, 
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where u = sweep ratlo = "1 tan 

tan A, 

r = position of any line aft of leariing edge - fraction of 
chord. 

Now the spa-se line distant rc behInd the lezding edge, and having 
sweep A, is sonu2 when 

A& = AtanAr. 

Hence the leading edge 1s sonic when 

A& = A tanA, 

= A tanh;+2. 

the trailing edge is sonic when 

~. 
J 2 A M -1 = A tan A, 

= Atnnhi-2 
7 

and the line of maxxmum thickness is sonx when 

A M*-1 \I = A tanAm 

= A tonAl+(+-m) c. v 
2 

tan A0 

= A tan h&+4 (h-m) 

The main characteristics of each farmly of curves for a vvlng of sym- 
metrical double wedge scctlon*are shown in Flg.2. Each wrve refers to 
a famil.y of wings of constant h, m and A tanA+, derived from one 

another by stretching the planfolm apanvslse at oonatant ohordwiae tip 
positlon as illustrated. in the inset diagram. Curves to the left of 
each figure refer to wings of lcw A tanAl 2' 

an< curves to the right to 
wngs of high A tan A;, derived as illustrated by shearing the txp 
c~ordtise a'; constant spanwise tip position. 

* In the past the term "symmetrical double w&ge" has been used to refer 
to a diamond shaped or doubly symmetrical se&Ion i.e. one that 1s 
both syrrnnetrioal with renpeot to the chord line, and has the ma&mum 
thickness positlon at mid-ohord. By analogy with aerofoil sectlon 
terminology, me here use the term "symmetrical" as synonymous with 
"uncamberei" and leave the nxumum thxkness position to be further 
specified. 



Now peaks (ducontinulties m the slope) occur L? the drag curves 
whenever changes alse in the flow pattern e.g. when any line of du- 
contmuty in the slope of the 
dges) becomes sonic, 

sectmn (such as leadmg and tra3J.m.g 
and when the Mach line from any change in planform 

crosses any other change 111 planform (such as the Mach lxne from the lead- 
ing edge of the root chord crossing the trail- edge of the tip chord). 
On wings of sgmrmetrical double wedge section, for l'ihlch most of the theory 
has been marked out, there are three major peaks, respectxvely when the 
trailme edge, ma&rum thiclcness line ad leading edge become sonic. As 
shown in Fi .2, they are spaced from one another by a constant interval 
in *\/d. For aerofoll sections the peak vhen the maximum thickness 
line becomes sonic disappears. When X 1s not sero, the peaks due to 
changes in planform beccme very numerous but quite small x.n magnitude; 
Figs. 6,8 indxcate their magnitude 111 the particular case of an. untapered 
wing of symmetrical. double wedge sectlon (h = 1.0, m = 0.5). These rmnor 
peaks are ignored in all other cases. 

3 surmnary of Cdcul.atlons 

3.1 l'ledge Profiles 

3.11 Fully taperea planfolms - h = 0 Fq.3 

Puckett's orlglnal work* considered a delta vnng 
double wedge profxle (m = 0.5), and later, with StaTart 8 

f syaxnetrxal 
“ais was extended 

to cover other fully tapcred. planforms, and maxllIRun th.xlmess posItions. 
The solutions were evaluated only for A tan A$ equal to 6 and 2. The 
solutxons apply for both "subsonic" rind "supersonic" condltlons. Neilson 
dealt mlth the unswept -g (A tanA1 = 0) v;hile Kleissas5 considers a 
linuted region with a "~ubsonic'~ lc&.ng edge. Both these authors glva 
their results in chart form. Multhopp and IVlnterl3 prepared charts from 
mhich, with some labour, t'nc dreg of arty fully tapered wxng can be 
determined. 

All these results hwe been compared, and no mqor discrepancies 
detected. Figs. 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) have been calculated from Multho p 

and Wxnter for large values of A J-, M- and the values nt A Al2 -1 = 0 \r4 
were obtained by taking a linuting case of the results in Ref.8. 

Multhopp and Winter's charts can be applied to a fully tapered 
planform of multiple wedge proflle having any combination of flats, but 
the application becaaes lncresslngly laborious. 

3.12 Tapered planforms 0 < h < 1.0 Figs. 4,5 

Margol~s treat-d the tapered vnng in the fully subsonic case 
(trailing edge subsonic) in Ref.6 and later (Ref.ll) extended thu to 
the case Then the trailing edge 1s supersonic. In neither reference has 
any general numerical evaluation of' the solutions been attempt d. 
lUeissas5 has again done some lunxted evnlxttlon for h = $, Q3, $, 2 

and Chang'7 has produced both an analytical solution and on evaluation 
fcr h = 0.2 and 0.5. Neilsong has evaluated the unswept vxng drag for 
x=1 13 

All these results are for a mid-chord posltlon of the moximaz thick- 
ness (m = 0.5), and there arc no uxonsistencies where the overlap. 
chcmg’s spacing 3.n h of 0 : 0.2 : 0.5 : 1.0 gives 1 : 2& : '13 : 0 in 
(1 -X)/(1 +h) i.e. a lmear spacxng and (see Flg.8) the curves are 
nearly lxxe.ar~-spaced,.a!Jang mtarpolat.tlon easier; this spuxmg is 
adopted.. Figs. 4 and 5 are cross-plotted from Cha&s-auve 5 for values 
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of A M2 -1 greater than that at wluch the trullng edge becomes souc. 
For a completely subso~c wzug Chang's curves are on too small a scale to 
allow reliable cross-plotting, and the curves were computed from Srgolis' 
theory (~ef.6). 

3.13 Untapcred planforms X = 1.0 Flg.6 

Jones' cons%dcrcd this case orxgmal.ly, bu% gave no evaluations. 
Bonney3 cons%aered the unswept wing, agam purely from the analytical 
SQeCt; Kleissas5 dia some limited evaluation. NellsonY gives an evalua- 
tlon for the unswept wing. Margolis'O considereil the effect of mzuum 
thickness posztxon on dra.g and evaluated the result for ona planform. 
From a computing point of view, this treatment is the most convenient and 
has been used. to derive Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) for m = 0.5 and 0.3 respec- 
t1ve1y. Comparison till show that the effect of m is small and Almost 
confmed to the%upcrson& region; the curve for m = 0.4 1s not 
reproduced. 

In these figures the rmno: peaks referred to in parqraph 2 above 
IITVO been reproduced 111 their entlretjr, to show their magnitude. In the 
case of tzpper@i -$~~ngs they till be of relnt~vely smaller nugnitude (I.e. 
snmller deviation from tht! smooth curve) dizqpearing com&etely for the 
fully tapered wing. 

3.2 Bxonvex profiles 

3.21 Fully taper&i p1anE01~1s - h = 0 

Bemel hns dealt vith a circular arc * biconvex section by approxl- 
nuting with a multlsidLc?i polygon. Horiever the appllcntlon IS lzmited 31ld 
there are no slgnifwsnt evaluations. No curves we reproduced. 

3.22 Tcrperad planforms 0 c h Cl.0 

&am agam has dealt vrlth this c.~se, but only when the wing 1s 
purely supersonw. Kalnar'2 has considered the tapwed planform of 
pa-ab013.c SXC* b~convex sec-h~ll, and ev~ch~tea h2.s psult for one m.ng 
of h = 0.531, m = 0.5, A tan Am = 2.76, nt A@? = 4.64. 

3.23 Unttlpered ylzuz?orms h= 1.0 F1g.7 

Humon and S~anso&'~ have computed the drng of the untapered wing 
of parabolic ai+ blconvex sectlon. The results we given In E'1g.7. 

3.3 Wfect of' Taper 

In Flg.8 w have cross plof;ted, from Figs. 3(a), 4, 5 ma 6(a) the 
curves for wags of a ~XI A+ = l+,m = 0.5. It ~~11 be seen that there 
are slight inoonsistancies in the curves; thu is not surprising consider- 
ing their origins old the sues of d%agrm from which F'lgs. 4,5 have been 
crossplotted. No attempt is made to remove these discrepancies by making 
the curves self consistent, but tha lnconslstencles are allowed to remain 
as an indicntyon of the X~CCUTZLC 
are fairly linearly spiced in 4, ",;~~,"',iYy"$s ,"2:Es:~h;r:~ly, 
vrhich should m&e interpolntion e3suzr. 

3.4 EFfect of hlu;imm thickness posltlon 

In F1g. 9(a) 18 sho$vn the effect of maxirmun thickness position on 
the drag of fully tapered mngs, for two plan??or?ns8. The fact that the 

4 Within the accuracy of the theory dealt with in these cases there is 
no djfforence between circular arc rind parabolic ZPC blconvox sections. 
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ordinate change for a given change m m 1s famly constant when the wing 
is fully subsonic or fdly SU~WSOIIIC, gives a useful lead on interpola- 
tion. 

Fo~,untapered vings, the effect 1s shorn in Flg.V(b). Nonweilor'4 
and Shim 2 have made preWy studies for the case where 0 ( A < I. 

4 Developments 

The most xmmdz.ate need 1s for a ccmparmon of these theoretical 
results vilth actual measurements of the drag of representative vnngs. 
This work IS m hand. It should gave some infonnataon how best to estl- 
mate the hag of wings of round nose sectmn, which are of imediate 
practical interest. It may reveal the need for mord charts to supplement 
Figs. 4 and 5, although they can probdiLy be derived with sdfxcient 
accuracy by interpolation between Figs. 3 and. 6. 
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FIG.1 &2. 

FIGI. BASIC GEOMETRY OF A SWEPT 
TAPERED WING. 

A IEACH CHART APPLIES TO I 

J--r-.x ,fW\ 
TRAILfiG EDGE SONi? LEADING1 EDGE'SONIC 

/ / 
t I EACH CURVE APPLIES TO A FAMILY 

DF WINGS HAVING THIS RELATIONSHIP 
[i.e. COkiTANT 'Aton AT; 

FIG.2. FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
THE WAVE DRAG CURVES FOR A SWEPT WING 

OF DOUBLE WEDGE SECTION. 
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FlG.3(a). SUPERSONIC WAVE DRAG OF 
SYMMETRICAL DOUBLE WEDGE WINGS 

X ‘0, m =0-S. 



FIG.3 (b). 
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FIG.3 (b). SUPERSONIC WAVE DRAG OF 
SYMMETRICAL DOUBLE WEDGE WINGS 

X=0, m=O-4. 



FIG.3 (cl. 
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FIG. 3 (c). SUPERSONI C WAVE DRAG OF 

SYMMETRICAL DOUBLE WEDGE WINGS 

X=0, m =O-3. 



FIG.4. 
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FIG.4. SUPERSONIC WAVE DRAG OF 
SYMMETRICAL DOUBLE WEDGE WINGS 

X=0*2 , m =0*5. 



FIG.5. 
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FIG.5. SUPERSONIC WAVE DRAG OF 

SYMMETRICAL DOUBLE WEDGE WINGS 

X=0*5 , m=O*S. 
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SYMMETRICAL DOUBLE WEDGE WINGS 

X =I*O, m=O*S. 



FIG.6 (b). 
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SYMMETRICAL DOUBLE WEDGE WINGS 
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FIG.8. EFFECT OF TAPER ON THE 
SUPERSONIC WAVE DRAG OF SYMMETRICAL 

DOUBLE WEDGE WINGS. 

A tan A-1 = 4 , m =0-S. 
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FIG .9(a). 
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FlG.g(a).EFFECT OF MAXIMUM THICKNESS POSITION 
ON THE SUPERSONIC WAVE DRAG OF DOUBLE 

WEDGE WINGS. 
h=O. 

. 
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